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Bubnoff and Heidenhain (1881) formulated the general principle that in investigations of tlhe physiology of the nervous system every conscious processmust be ruled from consideration unlessit can be translated into objective terms. Pavlov (1927) adopted the same view and has consisten-tly maint,ained tlhat “there is no need for the physiologist to have recourse to psychology.” From tlhe st,andpoint, of explanatory formulations, the validity of this principle cannot be seriously questioned. Psychological stludieshave resulted in tlhe formulation of many generalizations, but attempts tlo build up systems based on “psychic causality” have not provided a satisfactory basis for a science. It is now increasingly, if not universally, admitted that t,he causal rela-tions underlying these generalizations are to be sought in the activities of the brain. There are, however, many facts concerning the behavior of the organism which at present are expressed only in psychological terms and which must nevertheless be considered in any at!tempt, to describe the activities of t,he brain or tlo underst,and the general principles of its organizat!ion. Physiological theories of cerebral function have been derived in large part by inference from studies of nerve-muscle or of spinal preparations, lacking those very t#rait,sof behavior (learning and intelligent adaptat!ion) which characterize t)he animal wit’h intact nervous system and which are of primary importance in all its normal behavior. For all studies of nervous int,egration t)he correlation of excitation and reaction has been the most valuable research tlool available. Direct measurements of electrical changes and the like have revealed something of the nature of the propagated disturbance, but even the concept of the reflex is based upon the stimulus-response relations within isolated segments, rather t.han upon a.ny direct observatlions of what goes on wit’hin the 1 PHYBIOLOGICAL
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in-tegrating syst)em (Skinner, 193 1). A large part! of the data of psvchology is based upon attempts at exactly the same sort, of analysis bf stimulus-response relationships. The chief met,hod of physiological -_ investigation of the nervous system is therefore not+ logically prior to that of a behavioristic psychology. The greater scientific import!ancc of the physiological studies lies rather in the simplicity of the conditions imposed and the consequent greaOer probability of a correct ,znalysis of the data. This very simplicity of the situations studied may result in a failure to consider problems which are fundamental for the behavior of the intact organism. Psychological studies reveal many instances of behavior which seem to involve principles of integration not thus far established for the activities of the decerebrate preparat,ion and which seem out of harmony witjh concepts of neural integration derived from studies of lower centers. Boring (1932) has stated the problem clearly. The physiologist holds to the faith that the brain, being made capable only of that excitation which is the sum of the excitations and that these central neurons obey the same laws and are excited limitations as apply to the peripheral neurons which have been studied. To this article of faith the psychologist sometimes belief, that the organization of cerebral excitation corresponds tion of phenomenal experience.



up of neurons, i:: of many neurons, tinder the same experimental.ly opposes another to the organiza-



That t,here is any essenGa1 contlradict,ion between tlhe established facts of nerve conduction and the phenomena of complex behavior cannot, be main-tained by anyone interested in tlhe progress of nat,ural science, but the extent to which the concepts of cerebral funct,ion derived from studies of lower centers are adequat)e to a.ccount for the facts of behavior can be determined only by a more complete study of the problems of behavior and by direct experimental t)ests of the explanatory concepts. Clinical observations and experiment al sOudies with animals provide the two principal sources of more direct data upon the act,ivities of the cerebral1 hemispheres. The clinical facts are exceedingly complex and the possibilities of anatomical correlat.ions distlinctfly limi-ted. With animals the anatomical control may be far more perfect, but in the earlier work this advant,age was counterbalanced by the difficulties of int’erpre-ting behavior. The past tIunk (1909), Schgfer and Brown (1888), and Panici (1903) found complete blindness only after destructions involving almost, t,he post:erior half of the cortex. The recoveries of vision reported by these investigators and by Vitzou (1898), and Franz (1911) did not include the estimation of scotomat,ous areas and only a limited analysis of visua*l functions. Recent anatomical studies (Poljak, 1932) indicat!e that the projection area for the macula in t!he rhesus monkey, which has been chiefly used in experimental studies, is far more extensive than ea#rlier experimenters have assumed, so that it is probable thalt considerable portions of -the macular area were uninjured in all cases where recovery was observed. Except for t.he limited differentiation indicated by Minkowski’s st,udies, experimental work with animals gives no significant evidence concerning the differentiation of function within the visual cortex. We must turn, therefore, to the clinical literature for evidence of functional differentiation within the primary visual cortex. The studies of Marie and Chatelin (1915), Holmes and Lister (1916), Holmes (1918), and Sgnger (1918) establish a correspondence between retinal zones and projection fields. The fineness of this differentiation is still in disput,e and there is no clear evidence by which we can judge whether there is a dist,inct point within t.he area for each ganglion cell of the retina (Henschen, 1917), a patt,ern of overlapping zones (Minkowski, 1911), or merely a gross polar arrangement with maximal macular effect at the
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pole and maximal peripheral effect at the anterior boundary of the area, as suggested by Poppelreutler (1917, pp. 68ff 4. For the somesthetic area the stimulation experiments of Graham Brown (1916) and of Leyton and Sherrington (1917) and the strychnine methods of de Barenne (1916) show differentiation in accord with the receptor surfaces, but details are not established either by the experimental or clinical literature. In no other cortical area is there any clear evidence of a spat!ial subdivision with which elementary sensory or psychological units can be correlated. Larionow (1898) and Eliason (Pavlov, 1927) have reported temporary loss of sensitivity to high or low tones following injuries to the auditory areas, but such results have been interpreted by Bornstein (1932) as t,he result of a general lowering of the level of functional activity and crucial experiments are lacking. It seems unquestionably established that within some cortical areas, as defined by anatomical methods, there is a subordinate differentiation of function constituting a sort of mosaic. It seems very probable that this mosaic differentiation is not in any case as fine as the peripheral functional units. For other areas it seems equally certain that there is no subordinate spatial representation of functions and that any injury to the area reduces efficiency in a number of activities which :l,re independent in behavior. It seems significant that the functions for which mosaic specialization within centers is established are just the ones which involve reaction of the organism to the spatial attributes of its environment. The mechanism of ktegration within the spatially differentiated centers. In the cortical fields where there is a projection of sensory surfaces, how do the points or foci corresponding to the sensory units function to produce differential reactions? Two opposing views have been advocated, the specialization of each point for a specific reaction, and the functional equivalence of the system. Beyond the tacit assumption that the integration within centers is due to associative connections bet,ween neurons, little effort has been made to formulate and to test experimentally hypotheses concerning the functions of a cortical mosaic. Pavlov (1927) has developed a definite theory, making use of the conception of mosaic organization in explaining discrimination of tactile stimuli and of differences in pitch. A conditioned salivary reflex was established to contact on the shoulder and conditioned inhibition to contact on the thigh. Progressive stimulation from shoulder to thigh t,hen resulted in a gradual diminution of secretion with distance from
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the shoulder, an indifferent region between the points, and gradually increasing inhibitory effect as the point on the hip was approached. Point)s in front of the shoulder or on the hind foot produced reactions like but weaker than the trained points. Pavlov interprets this as evidence that separate but adjacent inhibitory and excitatory centers are esta’blished in the cutaneous projection area of the cortex from which facilitation or inhibition irradiate so that, as the projected excitat,ion moves across the cortex with change in the locus of cutaneous exci-tat!ion, the cortical effect shifts from excitation to inhibition. The same hypothesis is applied to discrimination of pitch. The hypothesis is adequate only for the relatively simplified conditions of his experiments. In the visual discrimination of size we may find a parallel condition. If an animal is trained to choose a whit; circle of 6 cm. diameter and to avoid one of 4 cm., and is then confronted with a 5 cm. circle there is hesitation, vacillation, with sometimes negative, sometimes positive reactions (neutral zone, Pavlov, 1927, p. 227). A. 2 cm. circle and a 10 cm. circle produce some uncertainty of reaction but are definitely negative and positive respectivelyThe experimental data exactly parallel those of cutaneous or of auditory disBut in this case the circles are fixated successively on -the crimination. same general regions of the retina and consequently the excitat*ion is projected to the same general areas of the cortex. Further, if the animal is confronted with a 6 cm. and a 10 cm. circle, after successive inspection, he chooses the 10 cm. and avoids the 6 cm. circle. When seen in conjunction with a larger, the previously excitatory stimulus at once becomes inhibitory. The assumptions concerning a mosaic of inhibitory and excitatory centers is entirely inapplicable to the above data. If we assume a central inhibitory zone surrounded by a circular excitatory zone, the negative reaction to a previously positive stimulus remains unexplained e Further, in unpublished experiments I have found that the animal, t)rained to choose the largest of three circles may immediately react posit,ively to the widest lines when confronted with three fields with different widths of stripes. There is here no possibility of conformity to preexisting inhibitory or excitatory areas. From what we know of tVransposition (IGhler, 1929) in audition and discrimination of weights, the mosaic theory is equally inapplicable for these sensory fields, and if it fails here, we must be skeptical of it as applied to the special case of t a.ctile discrimination. Theory of functional equivalence. Opposed to the mosaic theory of
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the functional activity of specialized fields is the concept that within the special area all parts are, in certain respects and for certain functions, equivalent. This view has been expressed by Goltz (1881) with reference to intelligence and the entire cortex, by Lashley (1929a, b) as the equipotentiality of parts, by Bethe (1931) in the theory of “sliding coupling,” by Bornstein (1932) and Matthaei (1930) and seems implicit in the systems of Bianchi (1922) and of von Monakow (1914), at, least as applied to restricted fields. Three principal lines of evidence have been presented in favor of the theory: the functional equivalence of receptor surfaces, the spontaneous reorganization of motor reactions, and the survival of functions after desfruction of any part of nervous centers whose total destruction abolishes them. The data upon visual discrimination of size presented above are typical of experimental analyses of the sensory determinants in behavior. I3echer (1911) formulated the problem clearly in relation to nervous integration. The work of Stone (1922, instincts in rats), Herter (1929), Perkins and Wheeler (1930, visual reactions of fishes), Kliiver (1931a, b, visua*l, auditory, and kinesthetic sensitivity of monkeys), Kohler (1929, chapter V, human vision) I and Leeper and Leeper (1932) may be cited as examples of such analysis for different orders of vertebrates. The work shows t!hat, wit)hin very wide limits, the absolut:e properCes of the stimulus are relat,ively unimportant for behavior and tlhe reactions are determined by rat#ios of excitat!ion which a?reequally effect:ive when applied to a*ny group of receptor cells wit,hin the system (Lashley, 1924b). The significance of these data for interpret.ation of integration wit,hin cortical sensorv fields has been discussed by Kohler (1929) and 1,:lshley 1930b). ” Experimental studies of spontaneous motor reorganization have been reported by Buddenbrock (1921), Bethe (1931), Lashley (1924a, b), Lashley and McCarthy, (1926), Lashley and Ball (1929). In general the results indicate that when habitually used motor organs are rendered nonfunctional by removal or paralysis, there is an immediate spont*aneous use of other motor systems which had not previously been associated with or used in the performance of the activity. In normal human activities an unlimited number of similar instances of transfer can be cited. The shift from writing with finger movements to movement-s of the arm or even with a pencil held in the teeth still preserves the characteristics of individual chirography. Of course there are limits to such transfer which are set by the fineness and accuracy of the movements involved, but t,he essent,ial patterns may be imposed upon the muscles of any limb.
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Direct experimental evidence on the equivalence of parts of cerebral fields has been presented by Franz (1907), Franz and Lashley (1917), Lashley (1920, 1926, 1929a), Loucks (1931), Maier (1931, 1932), and clinical evidence has been given by Fuchs (1921), Poppelreuter (1911), and Bijrnstein (1932) among ot,hers. The experimentlal work deals with the formaCon or postoperatlive ret*ention of specific habits after the pa.rtial destructlion of cortical fields. Franz (1907) found that motor habit!s survived the destructlion of the frontal pole of eit,her hemisphere but were abolished by destruction of both. Bianchi (1922) draiws a somewhat similar conclusion from his studies with monkeys. Lashley and Franz (1917) found loss of a latch-box habit after complet’e destruction of the frontal pole in rats, with more or less complete survival of the habit with lesser lesions. In this work there was no adequate control of shock or diaschisis effects. Lashley (1926) found that lesions in the a:rea striata result in a partial loss of habits based on discrjminaCon of light and darkness which is not qualitatively different for different parts of tlhe area, in experiments where shock was controlled by showing that the loss persisted for at least two weeks whereas animals could relea’rn the habit within the second week after opera.tion. Loucks (1932) found part’ial loss of the “delayed-alternat,ion habit” aftler partial destructlion of the motor and somesthetic areas which was complete only aft,er very extensive destructions. The significant point in t,hese observations is that a limited lesion does not abolish any identifiable parts of the function, leaving others intact, but lessens efficiency in all aspects of the function. The same type of result appears after extirpation of parts of t&e motor cortex of monkeys. Destruction of small areas in general produces only temporary focal disturbances and large amounts must be dcstroyed in order to produce lasting defect,s (Graham Brown, 1916; Leyton and Sherrington, 1917). These t’hree lines of evidence indicate that certiain co-ordinated actlivitiesf known to be dependent’ upon definite cortlical areas, can be carried out by any part (within undefined limits) of t,he whole area. Such a condiCon might arise from tJhe presence of many duplicate reflex pat,hways through the areas and such an explanat,ion will perhaps :lccount for all1of t.he reportled cases of survival of functions after partial destruction of their special areas, but it is inadequat)e for tlhe fact.s of sensory rand motor equivalence. These fact,s establish the principle that, once an associated react,ion has been established (e.g., a positive reaction t-o a visua’l pattern), the same reaction will be elicited by the excitat,ion
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of sensory cells which were never stimulated in that way during the course of t,raining. Similarly, motor acts (e.g., opening a latch box), once acquired, may be executed immediately with motor organs which were not associat’ed with the act during training. Bet’he (1931) has generalized similar fact’s under t.he principle of “sliding coupling” and, following Buddenbrock (1921), has proposed an explanation for motor equivalence based on t#he assumptlion that! t’he excitation of a motor cent,er depends upon its tonic St&e, which in turn is determined by excit,ations aroused by the state of tension in the motor organs supplied by it. The t!heory is aIdequate for tlhe casesof direct adapt-ation of limbcoijrdination with which he deals, but seemsinadequate for the adaptive reactions described by Lashley (1924b). QUANTITATIVE
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Goltz (1881) first suggested a relationship between t-he ext,ent of cerebral destruction and the consequent degree of deterioration in more complex adaptive behavior. He int!erpreted the effect as due to a lowering of attention, implying that the latter is a functlion of the total energy of nervous activity available. Clinicians have occasionally emphasized the importance of the extent of cerebral involvement in product,ion of general deterioration (von Monakow, 1914; Bianchi, 1922; Head, 1926) but have not presented systematic evidence. Lashley and Franz raised the question as an experimental problem in 1917 and a number of statistical studies have since been reported. They are summarized in table 1. The use of the correlation coefficient is justified in these studies only as a crude indication of the existence of Lashley a relationship. The relationship is probably not rectilinear (1926) computied the correlation ratio for lesions in the visual cortex and obtained a value of 0.84=tO.O3 as compared with a coefficient of 0.72&0.05. From data on 127 cases Lashley and Wiley (1932) find that the retardation is best described as a logarithmic function of the extent of destruction. Beyond establishing that the retardation is disproportionatJely more severe after large than after small lesions and that the function is a cont,inuous one, the mat!hematical expression of t.he relationship has little significance. The distribution in magnitudes of the coefficients summarized in tfhe table confirms the genuinenessof the relaConship. Only three of the values available fall between 0.10 and 0.50, whereas five are approximately zero and fourteen above 0.60. This indicates that the functions fall definitelv into two types, either complet,ely independent of extent of lesion (wit,hk t,he limits of the tests) or closely dependent. It is not.
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possible from the datla to formulate any generalizations concerning the activities which fall into these two classes. Apparently the simplest sensory habits and the simplest maze habits show the least relationship to cortical lesion, but the absence of correlation for initial formation of the latch-box and delayed alternation habits does not fit this int,erpretation on the sole basis of simplicity. From limited data Lashley (1929a) concluded that in maze learning the deterioration was relatively greater for mazes with many culs de sac. Lashley and Wiley have failed to confirm this, finding that the relative ease of learning simple and complex mazes is the same for normal and for operated animals. In these latter experiments only reduplication of elements in the tests was involved. Where qualitative differences in the tasks are concerned there are indications that small lesions markedly retard some functions such as are involved in the experiments of Cameron (1926), Maier (1932a, b), and Buytendijk Jacobsen (1931) found (1931), and leave others relatively undisturbed. that, after lesions to the frontal lobes in monkeys, the opening of problem boxes with several latches was greatly interfered with although each of the latches alone was opened without difficulty. The question of what determines relative difficulty of tasks for normal animals and for animals with brain injuries is complicated by many factors. Sensory defects and motor handicaps unquestionably play a
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part in retarding the operated animals but in addition to this there are ot.her factors, more clearly indicated in clinical and psychological studies than in the results of physiological experiments. Such conditions a,s the suitability of the task to the instinctive equipment of the organism, the number of elements which must be dealt with simultBaneously in integration, and previous familiarity wit/h t,hese elements, are obviously significant. A number of cl.inical and psychological studies suggest ~1 still more fundamentlal factor which cannot as yet, be described in terms of the properties of the test situations but only in terms of effects on behavior integration. This is illustrated by the completion of simple figures in the hemianopic field (Fuchs, 1920; Poppelreuter, 1917), by the disturbances of verbal organization in agrammatic aphasia, and in normal psychology by tlhe relative obscurity of different logical relaCons. Such variations in t’he difficulty of qualitatively different, t.asks and indications of specific organizing tendencies in nervous function suggest that the nervous mechanisms tend innately t;o cert$a. Neurol., xli, 1. 1929a,. Brain mechanisms and intelligence. Chicago. 1929b. Learning : i. Nervous mechanisms in learning. In Foundntions of experimental psychology, Worcester, pp. 524-63. 1930a. The mechanism of vision: ii. The influence of cerebral lesions upon the threshold of discrimination for brightness in the rat. Journ. Genetic Psvchol., xxxvii, 461. 1930b. Basic neural mechanisms in behavior. Psyc: hot . Rev., xxxvii, 1. 1931a. Cerebral control versus reflexology. Journ. Gt?netic Psychol., v, 3. 1931h. Mass action in cerebral function. Science, lxxiii, 245. 1931c. The mechanism, etc. iv. The cerebral areas necessary for pattern vision in the rat. Journ. Comp. Neurol., liii, 419. 1932. Studies, etc. viii. A reanalysis of data* on mass action in the visual cortex. Jour. Comp. Neurol., liv, 77. K. S. ANTI cJ. BALL. 1929. Spinal conduction and kinesthct,i(b sensitivity in the maze habit. Journ. Comp. Psychol., ix, 71. K. S. AND S. I.FRANz. 1917. The effects of cerebral destruction upon habit-formation and retention in the albino rat. Psychdkd., i, 71. K. s. AND II. A. MCCARTHY. 1926. The survival of the maze hahit after cerebellar injuries. Journ. Comp. PsychoI., vi, 423. I 
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